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A partial projective plane S of order n is a collection of subse:(s (called lines) of an 
(n’ + n + l)-set (of points) such that every line has size n + 1 and any two lines meet in a unique 
point. We denote the number of lines by b. In this paper it is shown that if b > n* - 2(n + 3)f + 6, 
then 2 can be embedded in a projective plane of order n. Also it is shown that if b > n* - n + 1, 
then there is at most one such embedding. These results improve previous results of the same 
form by lowering the required size of b. 
1. Introductiun 
A partial projective plane C of order n is a pair ($92) where 9 is an 
(n* + n + l)-set (of points) and 93 is a collection of subsets of 9 (called lines) such 
that 
(i) e;\ch line contains exactly n + 1 points, and 
(ii) any two lines meet in a unique point. 
We denote by b the number of lines of C. If one removes some of the lines from B 
finite projective plane, then a partial projective plane is formed. Not all partial 
projective planes arise in this way however. For example, a set of t ( n -4 
mutually orthogonal latin squares of order n with no common orthogonal mate 
gives rise to a partial projective plane (with b = (t + 2)n + 1) which cannot bc 
embedded in a projective plane of order n. The two main results of this paper 
show that, if 6 is large enough relative to n, then C can be embedded in a 
projective plane of order n and the embedding is unique. These results improve 
previous results of McCarthy and Vanstone [3], Hall [2], and the author [l] by 
lowering the required size of 6. The precise statements are given later in this 
section. 
Let 2 be a partial projective plane of order it, and let P be a point of 2. The 
valence of P, denoted val(P), is defined to be the number of lines containing P. It 
is easily seen that the number of points joined to P is val(P)n, so that val(P) d 
n + 1 with equality if and only if P is joined to every other point. The deficiency I& 
of P is defined by val(P) = n + 1 - dp. 
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WC say that I= (9. %I) is extendible if there is a subset h of 9 of size 22 + 1 such 
that ig f~ hi = 1 for every g in 3. We can then extend 2 to the partial projective 
plane 2’ = P. 99 u {II)). 
Tht: following three easily proven results appear in [ 11. 
Proposition I.& 77x4 inequality b =G n2 + n + 1 is satisfied (with equality if and only 
if 2 is Q projcctiue plane). 
Proposition 1.2. L,et P be my point of 2; let V be the set of points unjoined to P. 
Then 1 Vi = &2. c2r2d e&2 lir2e not containing P meets V in exactly dp points. 
Corollary 1.3. ff uny poir2t hus vulence 12, then 2’ is extendible. 
The following proposition 2nay be inferred from lemmas of McCarthy arjd 
Vanstone [3, p, 70); a direct statement and proof are given in [ 1, Proposition 41. 
Pw9position 1.4. rf h < II’ + II + i cod 110 poiv2t 1211s vtrlertce VI, thet2 h < tt’, artd 
vd( PI -3 h -- ( 12’ - 12 ) for 4uery poir2t P. 
It follows from 1. I, 1.3. and 1 A that any partial prujectivc plane of order II 
with at Icast rt’ lines can txz cmh&kd in a projective plane of order 12. 
lmprc~\cmcnts of this assertion hiivc hccn obtained in [ 11. [2], and [3]. We IWW 
stiitc the mail1 results cbf this paper. 
2. Proof of Theorem B 
Tht* proof of Theorem H is hy induction on the nonnegative integer d = 
II? l I + 1 h. the nun1t.m of !irres that must t t‘ added to C in order to get a 
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projective plane (see Proposition 1.1). We have /9&l = d = [%I& men d = 0, we 
have 9& = $9 = r;B2. Assume that Theorem B is true for d 6 dl, and let d = dl + 1. To 
show that %3* =%* it suffices to show that yI n ‘;e2 is not empty. 
First suppose there is some point P having valence a By Propositron 1.2 the set 
V of points unjoined to P in ;Z: has size n. Clearly then the set g = {P} U V must 
be in both 5?& and %&. Hence we may assume that C has no point of valence n. We 
now need another result from [ LJi 
Proposition 2.1 [I. Proposition 51. Assume no point of C has valence n and 
b a n* - tt. ff dp > 0, then some point unjoined to P has uaknce n - 1. 
Since we are assuming d > 0, there must be some point P with dp > 0. Thus 
Proposition 2.1 guarantees the existence of a point P* with val(P*) = n - 1, Let V 
he the set of 2n points unjoined to P*. Each line not through P* meets V in 
exactly two points. Proposition 2.1 applied to P* shows that there is a point Q* in 
V with val(Q*) = n - 1. Each of the n - 1 lines through Q* meets V in one other 
point; let T denote the set of n - 1 points of V joined to Q*. 
Now each of %,, ‘33* contains two lines through P*. Let g,, h, in $9, and g2, h2 in 
& be these lines, where gI, g2 are the lines which contain Q*. Since the points of 
T are joined to Q” iq C, none of these points can be in g, or g2. Hence ?’ is 
contained in hl n hz. Pf h, = h2, then we are done; so we assume there are distinct 
points PI, P, in V such that hi = {P*, Pi} U T, i = 1,2. Since P1 is not in h2, it must 
be in gz. Now P, is joined to the n - 1 points of T by h,, SO is joined to no point 
of T by lines of Z. Note that g, n T is empty and that P, is also unjoined to the 
other t2 - I points of g2 n V by lines of C. Thus the only point of V which can be 
joined to P, in ,C is I$. It follows that val( P,) G 1, but by Proposition 1.4 we have 
val(P,)a b -(n*- 11) > 1. This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem B. 
3. Proof of Theorem A 
We first state the remaining results from [l] which will be needed. 
prOposition 3.1. Let b > n2 - n und val(P”) .= n - 1. Let V be the set of 2n points 
unjoined to P”, G be the point graph of V. If G is bipartite, then Z is extendible. 
Proposition 3-2. At I’ P and Q are joined, then there are exactly dpdo points joined to 
neither P nor Q. 
Proposition 3.3. Let val( P*) = tt - I, and let V be the set of 2n points unjoined to 
P*. Let P, Q E V be joirzed. There are at most &d, - 1 points of V joined to neither 
P nor Q and at mast (dp - l)(d, - 1) points of V joined to both P and 0. 
Proposition 3.4. Let val(P*) = rz - 1, V be the set of 2n points unjoined to P*, G be 
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the point graph of V. If points P, Q, R form a triangle in G, then 
rt<d&+d+iR+dOdR-dp-dQ--dR. 
For the remainder of this section we assume that no point of z has valence n 
(see Corollary 1.3). We set b = n2- (Y, and assume at this point only that 
0 < CY < CL Thus the hypotheses of several of our earlier propositions are satisfied. 
Proposition 1.3 asserts that val(P) 3 n - a (equivalently dp s a + 1) for every point 
P. Proposition 2. I guarantees the existence of points having valence n - 1. Our 
goal is to use one of these points in Proposition 3.1 to show that C is extendible. 
Propasition 3.5. Let Q be any poirtt of ,C, let V be the set of poirtts unjoined to Q. 
ITten 
r (d,-2)=d&+l-d&. 
r& 
Proof. Count incident point-line pairs (I? g) with P in V to obtain 
Using the fact that IV( = don. the result follows. 
Pmof. Note that. dp 32 for every point P in V. so the terms of the sum in 
Proposition 3.5 are nonnegative. Hence at most d,(a + I -da) of those terms are 
nonzc’ro. Since the number of tams is d,n. WC find that dp = 2 for at least 
d,( H - (Y - 1 + dC,, choices of P in V. 
Corollary 3.7. !f d,, -t tfK -> (Y + 2, the11 some poirl t of t;cJence n - 1 is unjoined to 
be~rh Q crrrd K. 
Proof. Again let V be the set of points unjoined to Q. Any line meets V in at 
most d, points. so R is joined to at most d0 val(R) points of V. By Corollary 3.6, 
at least &(?I -ff - 1 -1 t&J points of V have valence II - 1. Thus we are done if 
cl,,cn -ff - 1 + do)) d, val(R). Th is inequali~ry follows directly from do + dH > 
3 fIxI . 
Proposition 3.8. l-t)1 cal( P*j = II - 1; let V be rhe set of 2n points unjoined to P*. 
Let P E V. If H ‘~1 AX, lltvrt (lt leust two poirlts ir: V are joined lo P and have valence 
II -- 1 . 
Proof. Thcrc art‘ exactly val( P) points of V which are joined to P. Recall that 
val: Y) -2 II -- cy. By Corollary 3.6, V contains at least 2( n - a + Y ) points of valence 
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n - 1, so at most 2at - 2 points of V have valence less than n - 1. Since n - CY -
(2cr - 2) 2 2, the result follows. 
Corollruy 3-9. Let P be any point of 2. If n a 3q &en some point joined to P has 
valence n - 1. 
Proof. Apply Propositions 2.1 and 3.8, 
Let us make a few remarks about our strategy before proceeding. We will use 
Corollaries 3.7 and 3.9 to help us make a careful choice of the point P* to be 
used in Proposition 3.1. Once P* is chosen, we will restrict our attention to the set 
V consisting of the 2n points unjoined to P*. Each line which intersects V 
contains exactly two points of V. Thus the point graph G of V has 2n vertices and 
b-n+l=n*-at - n + 1 edges. Also, the degree of a vertex of G is the same as its 
valence as a point of Z. We shall use the words ‘valence’ and ‘point’ rather than 
the words ‘degree’ and ‘vertex’. We will denote by Np the set of points of G 
joined to a given point P in G. Thus INpI= A(P). A subset S of the points of G 
. will be called independent if no two points of S are joined. 
Proof of ‘u”heorem A. We now have the standing hypothesis 
n>&‘+3a+6. 
There will be two cases to consider. 
Case 1: There is at most one point P in C with dp >$a! + 2. 
Let P,,, be a point of minimum valence in 2’. By Corollary 3.9, there is some 
point P* of valence rz - 1 joined to Pm. Let V be the set of points unjoined to P*, 
G be the point graph of V. By our choice of P”, we have dp <ia! + 2 for every P 
in V. Also, dp 32 for every P in V. We claim that if points f, Q, R form a 
triangle in G, then dp > 2: otherwise we could apply Proposition 3.4 with dp = 2 
and do, dR ~fcu + 2 to obtain 12 G &dR + d, + dR - 2 <,‘cy* + 3cw + 6, which con- 
tradicts (1). It follows that if dp = 2, then Np is an independent set. 
By Proposition 3.5 there is an edge {P’, P”] in G, where dpr = dpll - 2. Hence Np 
and N,,, are disjoint independent sets of size n - 1. There are only two remaining 
points in G, say Q and R. 
By Proposition 3.8, N, contains at least two points of valence n - 1. One of 
these points, say P, must lie in Np8 U NPle, say in Npl. We now intend to show that 
Q is joined to no point of IV,,,. Suppose on the contrary that Q is joined tc% 
Q’ E Np. Since dp = 2, Np is another independent set of size n - 1. Since {P, P’} is 
an edge, Np and Np must be disjoint. Hence (Np n N,.( 3 n - 3. Also Q E Np and 
Q’E NY, so ne th i er Q nor Q’ is joined to any of these n -3 points. Then 
Proposition 3.3 implies that n - 3 < dOdOt - 16 ($a + 2J2 - 1, which contradicts (1). 
We have shown that Q is joined to no point of NT. Similarly R is unjoined to 
every point of one of the sets /VP!, N,,,. If R is unjoined to the points of ZV,#, then 
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every edge of G except possibly one (joining Q and R) meets NY. Since the 
points of !Vpt have valence at most n - 1 we would have b-n+l~\ZVp~\(n--l)+l. 
This inequality simplifies to ar 2 12 - 1, which contradicts (1). We conclude that R 
is unjoined to every point of NpI. Hence G is bipartite, and Propsition 3.1 
completes the proof of Theorem A for Case 1. 
Case 2. At least two points of 2 haue deficiency greater than $cr + 2. 
Let 0, R be two points such that do, dR >$x + 2. By Corollary 3.7 there is a 
point P* of valence 11 - 1 unjoined to both Q and R. We let V, G be as in Case 1. 
Thus 0. R E V. From Proposition 3.5 we have 
1 (dp - 2) = 2ck -- 2. 
PEV 
Denote w -= v - {Q, R}. It follows from (2; and our choice of Q and R that 
(2) 
(3) 
Hence at most ar - 3 points of W have v,ilence less than at - 1, so at least 
2ri - a + 1 points of W have valence n -- 1. Since 2n -(x t 1 >val(Q)+val(R), 
some point P’ in W with valence II- 1 is unjoined to both Q a2d R Denote ZVpp 
by 7: and set S = W - 7’. Thus ISI = \ T( = n - 1. 
Suppow points A. B in T are joined. Then P’, A, B form a triangle in G. It 
follows from (31 that tlA + dR < a + 1, so dAdH S&U -r 1 j2. Then Proposition 3.4 
$es 
This ccjntradicts (1). so wc conclude that T is independent. 
Cllab 3.10. Zf A, B E S then some point of T is ioirted to both A and B. 
Proof. Suppose on the corm--try that no point of 7’ is joined to both A and B. 
Th :n a? most 1 Tl = r~ - 1 edges join a point of T to either A or B. At least 
vallA)-‘wd(R)-- I edges meet the set ‘(A, B). It follows that at least n+2-&-- 
d,, dges meet {A, 231 but not T. Since T is independent, the number of edges 
which meet T equals the sum of the valences of the points of 7’. As there are only 
r1? - (Y - u + 1 edges in G, we have 
c (ft+ 1--dll)t~I+2-d,,-(fHdIS’--~-n+I, 
I’* ‘I 
c (n t 1 -cfp)Qt’--CM + 1, 
f’t f’k_J{A.H} 
1 (cfp-2)% -2. 
f’*- -nJ{A.W 1 
‘I’1 c‘ last inequality contradicts (3). so the ckinr is proved. 
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We can now show that no pair of points in S is joined. We first show that any 
point of valence n - 1 in S is joined to no other point of S. For suppose A, B E S 
are joined and dA = 2. By Claim 3.10 some point C in 7’ is joined to both A and 
B. From (3) we have &+&dc~+l. As before we get n6&~+l)~+a-l, 
contradicting (1). Now suppose A, B in S are an aibitrary joined pair, Both A 
and B are unjoined to every point of S having valence n - 1. From (3) .we know 
that there are at least IS\-{ tx - 3) = n - ty + 2 such points. Proposition 3.3 implies 
that 
n--ar+2~d,d~-1~~(a+1)2- 1 T 
again contradicting (1). 
We have now shown that both S and 7’ are independent 
Though T was originally distinguished from S by the fact that 
sets of size n - 1. 
all of the points of 
T are joined to a common point, we will not need this fact in the remainder of the 
proof. Therefore we may assume without loss of generality that 
c (dp-2P c W-2). 
PET PES 
From (3) and (4) it follows that 
(4) 
c (dp--2)+x-3) . 
P&s 
(5) 
Claim 3.11. One of Q, R is joined to at least $(n - (Y - 1) points of T. 
Proof. The number of edges which meet S is at most ISI (n - 1) = (n - l)*. There 
are exactly n* - cu - n + 1 edges in G. Thus at least n - CN. edges miss S. Since T is 
independent, this means at least n -(Y - 1 edges join a point of T to Q or R. The 
claim follows. 
Assume without loss of generality that Q is joined to at least $(n - cy - 1) points 
of T. 
Ciaim 3.12. Q is joined to at most one point of S. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that Q is joined to both A, BE S. By (5), 
dA + dB &(a! + 5). Hence either dA or dg, say dA, is at most $(cy + 5). Since A is 
joined to no pciint of S, it follows that A is joined to at least val(AL) - 23 
n -$(cx + 9) points of T. Hence the number of points of T joined to both Q and A 
is at least 
$(n--a- l)-hv--~(~+9)-~T\=fn-$(3a+7). 
It follows from (I) -that this number is greater than cy - 3. It follows from (3) that 
at most Q! - 3 points of T have deficiency greater than 2. Hence some point C in T 
with 4 = 2 is joined to both Q and A. Then C, Q, A form a triangle in G, SO 
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Proposition 3.4 implies that n s && + 4 % dA - 2. Since 6 G a + 1 and dA < 
$a + S), this inequality contradicts (l), so the claim is proved. 
Set VI = S il (Q}, V2 = TU {It}. We have proved that at most one pair of points 
in V, is joined. Therefore we have 
C val(P) s 2 + C val(P), 
PEV, PE v, 
p; (dp-2)s2+ c (dp-2). 
2 PEV, 
Add (2) and (W, and divide by 2 to obtain 
1 (dp -2)f%x. 
PC v, 
(6) 
(7) 
CIaim 3.13. V, is itdependent. 
Proof. We already know that T is independent, so we need only show that R is 
joined to no point of T. Suppose on the contrary that R is joined to B E 7’. At 
most jTI(n-1)=(n-1)2 edges meet T, and there are n2-a-n+1 edges in all, 
so at ktst rz - cy edges lie within V, U(R). At most one edge lies within V, by 
Claim 3.12. S:I R is joined to at least n - (Y - 1 points of V,. Thus R is joined to at 
most ra+ I-& --(n--CR- 1) c ;a points of 7’. Hence R is unjoined to at least 
11 - 1 - ia points of 7’. Since B is also unjoined to these points, Proposition 3.3 
implies that II .- 1 -kedRds -1. By (7), d,+d,ex+4, so dRdss&-4)2. 
Thus we ha\lc n < .& + 4)’ + $x, which contradicts (1). 
111 view of Proposition 3.1 the proof of Theorem A will be complete if we show 
that V, r= S U { 0) is also independent. We showed earlier that S is independent 
and that Q is joined to at most one point of S. Assume that Q is joined to A E S. 
Then the inequalities (6) and (7) become equalities and, using (2), we have 
1 (dp-2)=a-2. 
Pt \-., 
It foll\,ws that do + dA s a + 2, so d& a&x + 21”. Neither Q nor A is joined to 
riny c:ther point of V,. so Proposition 3.3 implies that n - 1 s dad,. We again 
have a contradiction of ( 1) and the proof is cornpiete. 
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